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Winning Film: Demon
Gear Used: Panasonic Varicam S35 and 

Panavision Lenses
Years in Guild: 7

Best thing about being in the Guild: The 
mentorship and camaraderie amongst peers. 

A psychological thriller, Demon, follows a man recuperating at a desert 
homestead who discovers a woman held hostage there. “Demon was one 
of the toughest productions I have ever taken on – and that’s important to 
say, because it’s also one of the projects I’m most proud of,” says DP Drew 
Dawson. “The power of the script transported me to a place that I didn’t 
know I could go with my work.”

The film is an 18-minute continuous shot under a full moon. 
“By holding on shots, the camera becomes one of the characters in the 

scene,” explains Dawson, a Michigan native. He tested several formats and 
settings to get the moonlight right. “I sent my Varicam moonlight tests to 
our colorist Chad Terpstra, who graded the raw footage in DaVinci Resolve. 
I screened them on a 25-inch Flanders Scientific monitor to determine 
what settings would give us the best final image. We de-noised the 
chroma noise a little bit, and decided to keep some texture in the image.”

Demon won Best Narrative Short Film at the 2017 Austin Film Festival 
and was a 2018 Cinegear Official Selection. Director Caleb Slain describes 
Dawson as “willing to take visual risks to elevate the script,” and he 
“doubles down in the face of sometimes profound challenges – even when 
it might be personally convenient or professionally expedient to take an 
easier path. Drew’s unique combination of humility, ambition and loyalty 
to a story will take him to great places.”

“I knew I wanted to be a DP shortly after I 
finished my first independent feature as a 
camera assistant. I worked on three more 

films back-to-back that summer and 
learned so much. I knew that I wanted to 

make films for the rest of my life.”

DREW DAWSON
2ND AC
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